A Device (1) for providing presentation information for a presentation device (14; 141,142) is described, which comprises an information transmission receiver (12) for receiving information transmissions from a remote information source, an information extractor (13) for extracting presentation information to be provided, from an information transmission, means to provide extracted presentation information to the presentation device (14; 141,142), a monitor (11) arranged to monitor the operation of the information extractor (13), to determine whether the operation of the information extractor (13) fulfils one or more predetermined conditions, and to generate an operation condition signal and to provide said operation condition signal to the remote information source (3), said operation condition signal conveying an indication of the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of said one or more conditions.
Description

[Field of the invention]

[0001] The present application relates to an information presentation device for presenting information to a user, where said information presentation device is arranged to receive information transmissions from a remote information source, and furthermore relates to a corresponding information presentation method and an information transmission method for controlling the transmission of presentation information from a remote source to an information presentation device.

[Background of the invention]

[0002] The presentation of information received from a remote information source in an accordingly arranged device is a well-known technical concept, e.g. in television and radio. An information presentation device of this kind will typically contain an information transmission receiver for receiving information transmissions, an information extractor for extracting presentation information that is to be presented, from such a received information transmission, and finally an information presenter for presenting the extracted presentation information.

[0003] Depending on the specific method of transmission between the remote source and the presentation device, the transmission receiver will be appropriately arranged. For example, if the information transmission is sent via a radio link, then the information transmission receiver shall have an antenna and appropriate receiving hardware. Alternatively, if the information transmissions are sent over a wire-bound network, then the information transmission receiver shall be appropriately arranged to receive such signals, i.e. will be connected to the wire-bound network in suitable fashion.

[0004] Equally, the extracting of presentation information, which can e.g. be an audio signal, a video signal or any mixed form of multimedia signal, will be conducted in accordance with the specific transmissions scheme employed. For example, if the transmission signal is an analogue signal, then the information extractor will be arranged to process the analogue signal (e.g. a frequency modulated radio) in order to extract the presentation information (e.g. an audio signal). As another example, an information extractor can also be a digital player, such as a video reproduction device that is arranged to receive a digital stream (e.g. coded in MPEG 3 or 4) and arranged to output a suitable signal (e.g. an RGB signal) for an information presenter, such as a TV or computer screen.

[0005] Finally, similar to the information transmission receiver and the information extractor, the information presenter will also depend on the type of information being presented, e.g. can be an audio interface (such as a loudspeaker and underlying hardware) if an audio signal is to be presented, a video interface (such as a screen and its underlying hardware) if a video signal is to be presented, etc.

[0006] A multitude of different concepts is employed in connection with the above-described basic idea of conveying presentation information from a remote source to an appropriate presentation device. For example, there exists the concept of broadcasting, which means that a source simply sends out information transmissions to a certain area (where said area can be defined physically as a transmission range, or logically as a certain set of addresses reachable in a network using an addressing scheme), where it is up to prospective receivers to "tune-in" to such transmissions, or the concept of multicasting, where a source sends out transmissions to a restricted plurality of destinations, or the concept of unicasting, where a source sends out a transmission to one destination. Naturally, the implementation of such concepts depends on the transmission technology used between the source and the receiving presentation device.

[0007] In order to ensure that the transmission from a source to a receiver is conducted appropriately, a number of mechanisms are known, such as forward error correction (FEC), which means that the source tries to appropriately prepare the signal being sent to the receiver such that it may be correctly received, e.g. by appropriately adjusting that transmission power or by introducing redundancy, and backward error correction, which implies communication from the receiver to the sender regarding errors, the most prominent example of which is automatic retransmission request (ARQ), which means that the receiver makes a determination whether a signal has correctly been received, and if not, automatically requests the sender (or source) to retransmit.

[0008] Beyond the well known concept of ARQ, which is implemented at the transmission receipt level, and ensures that the signal directly received at the input is indeed identical to what the sender (source) transmitted, it is also known to perform a type of service quality monitoring in a system consisting of a source and a receiver, where subsequent processing of the received input signal is also taken into account. Namely, ITU-T recommendation H.323 (11/96) proposes a maintenance loop-back mechanism according to which a received media stream, after it has been decoded by a codec, is looped back into the sending terminal of the codec, in order to be sent back to the source entity, such that the source entity can perform quality control.

[0009] In recent years, the advent of digital packet-based communication networks, such as the Internet, has led to extensive efforts for implementing systems of conveying presentation information from a remote source to an information presentation device over such a network. For example, Internet radio and Internet TV are already in use. Especially in connection with Internet TV, there are ongoing activities for implementing more sophisticated concepts and features than simple broadcasting. For example, protection against copying or eavesdropping is an issue, as e.g. discussed in connection with the High Bandwidth Digital Content Protection
system, information on which is available at www.digital-ct.com, ISBN 0 9675129-4-8. Another issue is that of performing accounting for content sent over the Internet. The article "Internet accounting", by Aiko Pras et al., in IEEE Communication Magazine, May 2001, pages 108-113 summarizes such efforts. In this article is e.g. discussed to provide a system referred to as "billing after acknowledgements", which means that a stream of information that is to be sent from a source to a paying receiver is divided into a plurality of "units", where a unit may be defined in terms of data amount or as a unit of time, and after the sending of a given unit, the subsequent units are only sent if an appropriate acknowledgement for billing is received from the receiver to the billed.

[Object of the present invention]

[0010] The object of the present invention is to provide an improved system of conveying presentation information from a remote source to an information presentation device of the above described kind.

[Summary of the invention]

[0011] In accordance with the present invention, this object is solved by a device having the features of claim 1, by a method having the features of claim 8, and by an information transmission method having the features of claim 14. Advantageous embodiments are described in the dependent claims.

[0012] In accordance with the present invention, in an information presentation device that has an information transmission receiver, an information extractor and an information presenter, a monitor is provided where said monitor is arranged to monitor the operation of one or both of the information extractor and the information presenter, determine whether the operation of one or both of the information extractor and the information presenter fulfills one or more predetermined conditions, and generate an operation condition signal destined for the remote information source, where said operation condition signal conveys an indication of the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of said one or more conditions.

[0013] In other words, the present invention introduces a monitoring element that can generate feedback for the transmission source, without however sending back the entire received presentation information, as proposed in H.323. In fact, the concept of the present invention is highly advantageous with respect to the loop back mechanism proposed in H.323, as the system of the present invention implements a monitoring part at the receiver side and thereby already performs monitoring processing at the receiver side, such that the amount of feedback information to be sent to the transmission source can be greatly reduced. For example, if only one condition is monitored, such as the simple question whether any information is being presented at all (e.g. any sound is being played, or any picture is being displayed), this can e.g. be sent back to the transmission source as a single bit, namely 0 = yes and 1 = no (or vice versa).

[0014] On the other hand, the teaching of the present invention is also quite distinct from the concept of ARQ, as the concept of ARQ is employed at the receiver level, without any regard to subsequent processing, whereas the present invention specifically monitors one or both of the extraction (e.g. decoding, transcoding, etc.) and presenting (e.g. display) of presentation information in the processing subsequent to receiving a transmission signal. In fact, the monitor of the present invention is preferably implemented to monitor the operation as late as possible in the information presentation chain, i.e. as close as possible to the last presentation element. For example, this can be a screen device, such as a CRT, LCD screen, plasma screen, etc. in the case of presenting video or picture information.

[0015] Preferably, the teaching of the present application is employed in connection with a packet based communication network, such as the Internet, where the presentation information, e.g. media streams, are transported with an unreliable protocol, such as UDP (User Datagram Protocol; RfC 768), which does not provide an ARQ mechanism. The present invention can then ensure a reliable quality and performance monitoring, without placing a burden on network transmission resources. Namely, due to the employment of an architecture in which the monitoring and related processing is done at the side of the information presentation device, it is not necessary to transmit large amounts of feedback information to the transmission source. Nonetheless, the remote transmission source can receive information on the operation at the presentation device, and appropriately conduct its own transmission control procedure, e.g. perform billing accordingly, or interrupt the further transmission under certain conditions, e.g. if no operation condition signals are received from the receiving presentation device.

[0016] It should be pointed out that the implementation of the present invention does not require that the operation condition signal be sent to the transmission source by the same means as the transmission source sends its transmission signals to the information presentation device. For example, the present invention can also be employed in a system where the information transmissions from the information source are sent via one transmission mechanism (e.g. from an earth station to a satellite, and from a satellite via broadcast to individual receiver antennas), and the operation condition signal is sent to the information source along another, distinct path e.g. via a telephone connection. However, it is preferable that the invention be applied in the context of a transmission system that allows communication from the information source to the presentation device and from the presentation device back to the source, as e.g. provided by digital packet-based network, such as the Internet.

[0017] The one or more conditions monitored by the monitor of the invention can be determined or selected
in any suitable or desirable way, as it is appropriate for the specific application and the accompanying requirements. For example, it is possible that one of the one or more conditions is a condition that is fulfilled if the information extraction and/or information presentation is taking place at all. Another possibility is that one of the one or more conditions is fulfilled if the presence of one or more characteristic markings is detected in the presentation information. For example, such a marking can be a specific logo embedded in video information, or can be data that is contained in the presentation information but not presented to a user of the presentation device, such as a digital watermark, i.e. a predetermined digital pattern in the presentation information.

It may be noted that although the present document speaks of a receiver, an extractor, a presenter and a monitor, such elements should be understood as being provided in any suitable way, namely in the form of hardware or software, or any suitable combination of hardware and software. Equally, the information presentation device of the present invention can be provided by hardware or any suitable combination of hardware and software.

[Brief description of drawings]

In the following, the present invention shall be described on the basis of detailed embodiments, making reference to the figures in which:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a general embodiment of the present invention,

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of a preferred embodiment of the present invention,

Fig. 3 shows an example of a signal exchange in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[Detailed description]

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of an embodiment of the present invention. Reference numeral 1 refers to an information presentation device for presenting information to a user. The information presentation device 1 receives information transmissions sent by a remote information source 3 over a communication path 2. The information presentation device 1 comprises an information transmission receiver 12, which is arranged to receive the information transmissions sent via the communication path 2. Furthermore, an information extractor 13 is provided, for extracting presentation information from a received transmission, and an information presenter 14 is contained in the information presentation device, for finally presenting the extracted information to a user.

The specific details of each of the above-mentioned elements will depend on the specific technology employed and the specific requirements. Therefore, the terms receiver, extractor and presenter are to be understood in a nonlimiting way. Namely, the receiver 12 can be a radio receiver arranged to demodulate a modulated transmission signal, in order to output an intermediate frequency (IF) signal to the extractor, where the extractor is then arranged to process the IF signal in order to generate a signal that can be processed by the presenter 14. Using an audio transmission as an example, the extractor will be a device that extracts or derives the audio frequency signal from the IF signal, and provides this audio frequency signal to the reproduction hardware, i.e. a loudspeaker. On the other hand, the information transmission receiver 12 can also be a network interface arranged to receive packets from a packet-switched communication network 2, in order to output an appropriately decoded media stream (e.g. a media stream in accordance with MPEG3 or 4) to the extractor 13, which in this case would be a media player that in turn can convert the media stream into a signal suitable for the presenter, e.g. into an RGB signal for a display device.

Therefore, in general, the extractor will be an element for converting a received signal into a format suitable for presentation by the presenter.

In accordance with the present invention, a monitor 11 is provided, where the monitor 11 is arranged to monitor the operation of the extractor 13 and/or the information presenter 14. This is indicated by the dashed lines between elements 11, 13 and 14. The content monitor can therefore monitor the operation of the extractor 13 by itself, or the operation of the information presenter 14 by itself, or of both. Preferably, the monitor 11 monitors the operation of the information presenter 14, e.g. the element in the presentation chain that is as close as possible to the final point of presentation.

The monitor 11 furthermore determines whether the operation of one or both of the information extractor 13 and the information presenter 14 fulfills one or more predetermined conditions. As already mentioned, the one or more predetermined conditions can be selected or determined as is desirable or suitable. For example, it can simply be monitored if any extraction and/or presentation is taking place at all.

Finally, the monitor 11 is arranged to generate an operation condition signal destined for the remote source 3, where said operation condition signal conveys an indication of the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of the one or more conditions.

In Fig. 1 the transmission of the operation condition signal to the transmission source 3 is represented by a dashed line arrow 21. This serves to indicate that the sending of the operation condition signal can be independent of the communication path 2 used for conveying information transmissions from the source 3 to the information presentation device 1.

Now a more detailed embodiment of the invention shall be described with respect to Fig. 2. The same
The information source 3 and the information presentation elements in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows the situation where the information source 3 and the information presentation device 1 are connected via a digital packet-switched network, such as the Internet. Consequently, the information transmission receiver 12 is an appropriate network interface. Equally, the transmission source 3, for example, a network server arranged to send media streams to clients, has an appropriate network interface 33.

[0028] As shown in Fig. 2, the monitor 11 is arranged to provide the operation condition signal to the network interface 12, such that the operation condition signal is sent to the transmission source 3 via the digital packet-switched network 2. The network interface 33 of the source 3 provides the operation condition signal to a manager or managing procedure 32, which is described in more detail further on.

[0029] The information presentation device 1 of Fig. 2 is shown in such a way that the information extractor 13 comprises a media player 132, which provides an appropriately processed presentation signal (e.g. an audio frequency signal for listening, and RGB signal for viewing, or an appropriate combination of both) to a memory 131, e.g. a frame buffer.

[0030] The memory 131 in turn is connected to the information presenter 14, which can specifically comprise a display 141 connected to appropriate display hardware 142. Alternatively, 141 can be an audio output device such as a loudspeaker, having appropriate hardware 142.

[0031] It may be noted that the individual elements shown in Fig. 2 can be provided as hardware, software or any combination of hardware and software. For example, the information presentation device 1 can be a unit, such as a personal computer, a personal digital assistant or similar device, but can also consist of separate physical devices, such as a set-top box (containing the network interface 12, the player 132 and the memory 131) and a conventional television set (containing the display/speaker 141 and appropriate hardware 142). The output of the network interface 12 to the player 132 may be referred to as the content or payload of the received information transmission, i.e. the result of separating the transmission specific signalling, coding, or encapsulation from the received signal, and the output from the player 132 to the memory 131 can be referred to as a play signal suitable for the presenting device 14.

[0032] The monitor 11 can be provided as software, hardware or a combination of hardware and software. In other words, it can e.g. be provided in conjunction with the extractor 13 (or player 132) or in conjunction with the presenter 14. The functions of the monitor can also be spread out over several elements, e.g. the receiver, extractor and presenter, and over several physical units.

[0033] In the following, examples of the operation of the embodiment of Fig. 2 shall be explained and possible applications shall be presented.

[0034] A basic feature of the present invention is that the remote information source 3 receives a form of feedback regarding the extraction and presentation of the presentation information (or content) at the information presentation device. As already mentioned, this information should be generated as late as possible in the transmission/presentation chain. The later the information is generated, the more of the involved network and equipment is covered.

[0035] Depending on the specific type of information presentation device being used, the latest part in the transmission chain that can easily be reached/ accessed, e.g. via appropriate software, is for example

- a memory, in which the decoding of the incoming data stream takes place,
- a frame buffer, if an appropriate digital device is used for reproduction,
- a display (such as CRT or LCD screen) itself, if appropriately arranged with suitable hardware and software, or
- the output of some hardware equipment that decodes the incoming presentation information.

[0036] Fig. 2 shows an example, where one or more of the frame buffer 131 and the hardware 142 and the final output element 141 is monitored.

[0037] The monitor 11 monitors the operation and determines whether one or more predetermined conditions are fulfilled. For example, the monitor can look for changes in the presentation information signal, e.g. changes in the frame buffer (or in some part of the frame buffer), in order to determine if any presentation is taking place at all. If such changes indicate that the presentation information or content is indeed being played, the monitor will send a corresponding operation condition signal for the server 3, via the network interface 12, the network 2 and the network interface 33. If the content provider 3 does not receive such an acknowledgement in regular intervals, he may stop the further transmission of information, and conduct appropriate further steps in an information transmission procedure e.g. reimburse the user (customer) of the information presentation, in the event that the transmission of presentation information is charged to the user.

[0038] If the operator of the server 3 embeds specific identifier patterns or characteristic markings in the presentation information, then such characteristic identifiers or markings can be used in order to simplify the monitoring of the presentation information or content. Such markings may be added specifically for the purpose of applying the present invention, or the present invention can also make use of characteristic markings already present in the signals for other purposes. For example, it is possible that every n-th frame of a video might contain a sign/logo in some corner of the image. Then the monitor will de-
termine whether this sign/logo is present or not, and generate an appropriate operation condition signal. It is also possible to embed some special marks in an audio stream e.g. into an MP3 encoded song. Another possibility is the use of a digital watermark, which has the advantage that the digital watermark can be used both for monitoring in accordance with the present invention, as well as content protection. Naturally, a variety of markings can be used in conjunction with one another, in order to enhance performance.

As an example, the processing conducted by the monitor 11 can then consist in analysing the signal being monitored with reference to the characteristic marking (e.g. extract the section of the image in which the logo should be present, or perform a decoding for extracting a bit sequence that should be the digital watermark), and perform a comparison with a stored reference. If the analysed part of the signal being monitored and the reference agree to a predetermined degree (100% agreement may not be necessary, and the setting of the degree of agreement to lower values provides a corresponding tolerance to errors that are judged acceptable), then a corresponding operation condition signal indicating that the characteristic pattern has been identified is generated. If the predetermined degree of agreement is not detected, then according to a preferred embodiment, a corresponding operation condition signal indicating that the characteristic pattern has not been identified is generated. As an alternative, the monitor could also simply abstain from generating any signal in such a case. Such an operation condition signal could be a single bit that simply indicates "characteristic pattern identified" or "characteristic pattern not identified", but could also carry more information, such as the degree of agreement, which in turn could e.g. also serve as a quality indicator, where e.g. a high degree of agreement indicates a high quality, and a low degree of agreement a low quality. The stored reference could be a fixed reference pattern set in or for the monitor 11 initially at production, e.g. in a smart-card, or could be a reference pattern that can be dynamically updated via the network 2.

Preferably, the server 3 will stop sending further information transmissions if the operation condition signal is not received within an expected period. The "expected period" can be set as is appropriate for the technical context. Namely, in the example of Fig. 2, in which the operation condition signal is sent via packets from the information presentation device 1 to the server 3 over the packet-switched network 2, the monitor 11 will be arranged to generate such operation condition signal packets at a certain rate, such that the server 3 will expect to receive the packets in accordance with said rate, where it is e.g. also possible to take into account the possibility that a certain number of such packets is lost or delayed during transmission. In other words, this provides a certain tolerance for problems that might occur in the transmission of the operation condition signal to the source 3.

Preferably, the concept of the present invention is applied to a system of providing pay-per-view services to clients over a packet-switched network, where the media streams sent by said pay-per-view service are conveyed using a protocol that does not employ ARQ, e.g. are sent via UDP, for example under the control of RTP (real-time protocol; RFC1889). It should be noted that the term "pay-per-view" is not to be understood as being restricted to visual information, but refers to any type of information that a user must pay for to receive.

The operation condition signal is used by the server 3 for conducting a transmission control procedure that comprises a billing operation for transmitted presentation information. Namely, billing is conducted as long as operation condition signal packets are received, and equally, the transmission of presentation information by the server 3 is continued as long as operation condition signal packets are received. In other words, if the transmission condition signal is not received, the further transmission of presentation information is discontinued. This provides a tamper-proof system, because trying to prevent sending the operation condition signal on the part of the user of the information presentation device simply results in a discontinuation of the service. On the other hand, producing false operation condition signals does not provide any advantage, as this means that a billing for the service will be conducted.

Although the application to billing in a pay-per-view scheme is a preferable application, the system of the present invention can also be employed in other ways, for example for monitoring the general presentation performance. Namely, the operation condition signal can also provide more detailed information in the sense of letting the source 3 have information on the specific quality obtained at the information presentation device. An example was given above, in which the degree of agreement between a marking in the signal being monitored and a reference characteristic marking can serve as a quality indication. Naturally, a quality indication can be chosen in any suitable or desirable way, depending on the technology being employed and the type of signal being monitored. Therefore, as another example, if the signal being monitored is an audio frequency signal, then the dynamic range could be measured and output as a quality indicator. This quality feedback indication can then be used by the source 3 in a variety of ways, e.g. to change the quality (e.g. in the form of FEC or by adding/deleting layers in a system using enhancement layers) of the input signal at the source side (e.g. increase the quality if the operation condition signal shows that the reproduction is below a certain threshold quality level, or decrease the quality in order to save resources on the network if the operation condition signal shows that the reproduction quality exceeds certain predetermined thresholds). Equally, the quality indication can be used in conjunction with billing e.g. if the reproduction quality in the information presentation device is below a certain quality threshold, then the billing rate may be reduced.
[0044] Any such processing for managing the transmission of presentation information and accompanying managing functions (such as billings) can be conducted by the managing entity 32 shown in Fig. 2.

[0045] Fig. 3 shows a simple example of a full round trip of streaming, monitoring and operation condition signal information, where the frame buffer is used as an example of an element being monitored by the content monitor 11. As can be seen, an information transmission takes place from the server 31 to the receiver 12. The receiver 12 separates the payload or content from the received signal, e.g. by removing the encapsulation or segmentation imposed by a transmission level protocol, or e.g. by demodulating a received signal, and passes this content to the player 132. The player converts the content into a play signal, which is provided to the frame buffer 131, which is being monitored. A monitoring takes place between the frame buffer 131 and the monitor 11. This monitoring can e.g. consist in the simple analysis of checking whether there are any changes in the frame buffer at all, in order to check whether anything is being played, or can consist in a more complicated procedure, such as the examination of a predetermined part of certain frames in the frame buffer, in order to compare said frame part with a reference pattern and determine a degree of agreement. The monitor 11 then generates a corresponding operation condition signal, which is passed to the receiver 12, where it is suitably processed (e.g. coded, modulated, encapsulated, etc.) for being sent to the managing unit 32, which then accordingly controls the server 31.

[0046] The present invention, and especially the preferred embodiment described in conjunction with Fig. 2 provides a number of advantages and possible applications. Especially, it is possible to offer pay-per-view services over unreliable networks, such as the Internet. Up to the present, service providers, such as Internet TV stations and radio stations are reluctant to introduce pay-per-view services because of the unreliable nature of the Internet. Naturally, such problems exists in connection with any unreliable data transmission network.

[0047] Regarding the conducting of accounting over such an unreliable network as the Internet, the known solutions focus on the accounting itself, but not on how a "billing case" actually arises and is confirmed. In the above-mentioned article by Pras et al, it is assumed that the "acknowledgements" are generated in some appropriate way, and that these acknowledgements can be trusted. However, it is not indicated how this can be ensured. In contrast thereto, the present invention shows a trustable acknowledgement procedure, namely via the operation condition signal, where the basic control of transmitting content from the source or server 3 to the receiver 1 depends on said operation condition signal, and service can be discontinued if the operation condition signal is not received in an expected period.

[0048] An embodiment of the invention is described in the following, which refers to an information presentation device 1 for presenting information to a user, arranged to receive information transmissions from a remote information source 3, comprising an information transmission receiver 12 for receiving information transmissions, an information extractor 13 for extracting presentation information to be presented from an information transmission, an information presenter 14 for presenting the extracted presentation information, and a monitor 11. The monitor is arranged to monitor the operation of one or both of the information extractor 13 and the information presenter 14, to determine whether the operation of one or both of the information extractor 13 and the information presenter 14 fulfills one or more predetermined conditions, and to generate an operation condition signal and to provide said operation condition signal to the remote information source 3, said operation condition signal conveying an indication of the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of said one or more conditions.

[0049] Optionally comprises the information extractor of the embodiment a media player 132, and the presentation information one or more of audio information and video information.

[0050] Optionally comprises the information presentation device further a network interface 12, said network interface 12 being connectable to a packet based communication network 2 and implementing at least one communication protocol for receiving information transmissions in the form of data packets.

[0051] The communication protocol does preferably not provide an automatic repeat request mechanism.

[0052] Optionally comprises said one or more conditions a condition that is fulfilled if one or both of the information extractor 13 and information presenter 14 are operative at all to extract and present the received presentation information.

[0053] Optionally comprises said one or more conditions a condition that is fulfilled if the presence of one or more characteristic markings is detected in the presentation information.

[0054] Optionally comprises said one or more characteristic markings a digital watermark.

[0055] A further embodiment of the invention refers to an information presentation method for controlling an information presentation device 1, comprising the steps of receiving an information transmission from a remote source 3, extracting presentation information to be presented from said information transmission, presenting the extracted presentation information, monitoring one or both of the extraction and the presentation of presentation information, determining whether one or more predetermined conditions are fulfilled by one or both of the extraction and the presentation of presentation information, and generating an operation condition signal and providing said operation condition signal to the remote information source 3, said operation condition signal conveying an indication of the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of said one or more conditions.

[0056] Optionally in the method comprises said one or
more conditions a condition that is fulfilled if any extract-

ing and/or presenting of received presentation information is taking place at all.

Optionally in the method comprises said one or

more conditions a condition that is fulfilled if the presence of one or more characteristic markings is detected in the presentation information.

Preferably comprises said one or more charac-

teristic markings a digital watermark.

A further embodiment of the invention refers to

a computer program arranged to execute the method de-

scribed before when loaded on a computer.

Preferably stores a data carrier said computer program.

Another embodiment refers to an information

transmission method for controlling the transmission of presentation information from a source 3 to an informa-

tion presentation device 1, comprising in said source 3 the steps of conducting a transmission control procedure for sending an information transmission from said source 3 to said information presentation device 1, controlling said information presentation device 1 to perform the method as described before, and to send said operation condition signal to said source 3. The transmission control procedure in said source 3 is conducted in dependence on said operation condition signal.

Optionally comprises the transmission control procedure a step of performing billing in dependence on said operation condition signal.

Optionally comprises the transmission control procedure a step of interrupting said information transmission if no operation condition signal is received by said source 3 within an expected period.

Although the present invention has been de-

scribed on the basis of detailed embodiments, these de-

tailed embodiments are only presented in order to give the skilled person a thorough and complete understand-

ing of the invention, and are not intended to restrict the invention. Much rather, the scope of the invention is de-

fined by the appended claims, where reference numerals in the claims serve to make the claims easier to read, but do not restrict the scope.

**Claims**

1. Device (1) for providing presentation information for a presentation device (14;141,142), comprising:
   - an information transmission receiver (12) for receiving information transmissions from a remote information source,
   - an information extractor (13) for extracting presentation information to be provided, from an information transmission,
   - a means to provide extracted presentation information to the presentation device (14;141,142), characterized by
   - monitoring the operation of the information extractor (13),
   - determine whether the operation of the in-
   - formation extractor (13) fulfils one or more predetermined conditions, and
   - generate an operation condition signal and provide said operation condition signal to the remote information source (3), said opera-
   - tion condition signal conveying an indication of the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of said one or more conditions.

2. A device according to claim 1, wherein said informa-

tion extractor comprises a media player (132), and said presentation information comprises one or more of audio information and video information.

3. Device according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising a network interface (12), said network interface (12) being connectable to a packet based communication network (2) and implementing at least one communication protocol for receiving information transmis-

sions in the form of data packets.

4. Device according to one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the device is a set-top box.

5. Device according to one of claims 1 to 4, wherein said one or more conditions comprise a condition that is fulfilled if the information extractor (13) is operative at all to extract the received presentation information.

6. Device according to one of claims 1 to 5, wherein said one or more conditions comprise a condition that is fulfilled if the presence of one or more characteristic markings is detected in the presentation information.

7. Device according to claim 6, wherein said one or more characteristic markings comprise a digital wa-

termark.

8. An method for providing presentation information for a presentation device (14;141,142), comprising:
   - receiving an information transmission from a re-
   - mote source (3),
   - extracting presentation information to be pre-
   - sented, from said information transmission, providing the extracted presentation information to the presentation device (14;141,142),
   - monitoring the extraction of presentation infor-
information,
- determining whether one or more predetermined conditions are fulfilled by the extraction of presentation information, and
- generating an operation condition signal and providing said operation condition signal to the remote information source (3), said operation condition signal conveying an indication of the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of said one or more conditions.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein said one or more conditions comprise a condition that is fulfilled if any extracting of received presentation information is taking place at all.

10. An information presentation method according to claim 8 or 9, wherein said one or more conditions comprise a condition that is fulfilled if the presence of one or more characteristic markings is detected in the presentation information.

11. An information presentation method according to claim 10, wherein said one or more characteristic markings comprise a digital watermark.

12. A computer program arranged to execute the method of one of claims 8 to 11 when loaded on a computer.

13. A data carrier storing the computer program of claim 12.

14. An information transmission method for controlling the transmission of presentation information from a source (3) to an information presentation device (1), comprising:

- in said source (3), conducting a transmission control procedure for sending an information transmission from said source (3) to said information presentation device (1),
- controlling said information presentation device (1) to perform the method of one of claims 8 to 11, and to send said operation condition signal to said source (3),
- where said transmission control procedure in said source (3) is conducted in dependence on said operation condition signal.

15. An information transmission method according to claim 14, wherein said transmission control procedure comprises performing billing in dependence on said operation condition signal.

16. An information transmission method according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said transmission control procedure comprises interrupting said information transmission if no operation condition signal is received by said source (3) within an expected period.
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